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In 1962, Scarf proposed cyclotro n absor ption as th e phys ical mecha ni s m expl aining the high
freque ncy c ut off of nose whi s tl e rs. Us in g the Scarf proposal, two ani sotropi c e lec tron ve loc it y di s tri 
buti ons for th e magne tos phere a re ass umed and th e complex re frac tive ind ex is e valu ated for each . 
The transverse (with res pec t to the a mbi e nt earth 's fie ld) ve loc it y d is tribution in eac h case is ass umed 
Maxwelli a n . T he fi rs t longitudin a l d is tributio n of ve loc iti es co ns ide red is Maxwelli a n to severa l mean 
squ a re ve loc ities a nd the n is proporti onal to V - I. The cyc lot ro n da mpi ng te rm is th e n eva luated; 
however, UI)o n in ves ti gati on, the ra te of c ha nge of whis tl er da mping with freq ue ncy is fo und to bc 
insuffi c ie ntl y ra pid to agree with the obse rved whi s tler c utoff. The seco nd velocit y di s tri b ution con
s id e red is a double·humped Maxwe LLi a n, i.e., a the rm al elec tron di s tributi on , a nd a resona nt e lec tron 
s tream. This di s tributi on a llo ws for cyclotron a bsorpti on and , a t the sa me time, is co ns is te nt with the 
whi s tle r di spe rs ion and a tte nuati on. Ari s ing fro m the a nalys is of the double- hum ped Maxwelli a n 
d is tributi on is a tra ns ve rse ins tabilit y de veloped by Bell a nd Bune ma n whic h lead s to VLF em iss io ns. 
Th e re la tive importance of cyc lotro n d a mping vis-a-vis V LF e mi ss io ns is exa mined an d a qua lita ti ve 
ex planation of some whi stl er-indu ced em iss ions is sugges ted . 

1. Introduction 
Whi stl ers are naturally occ urring elec tromagneti c s ignals In the audio fr equency ra nge th at 

r es ult from the dis persion of li ghtning e ne rgy whic h has traveled thro ugh the outer ionosph ere 
a lon g the lines of force of the earth 's magne ti c fi eld . The term nose whistler designates a par -
6 c ular class of whistlers that ex hibits simultaneous ri sing and falling tones s tar ti ng at a parti c ular 
frequency called the nose frequency. The di s persion of the e nergy from the lightning so urce res ults 
from th e ac tion of free elec trons in the presence of a circ ularly polari zed electromagneti c wave 
(wh ose ,sense of rota tion is the same as th at of the free elec trons in the ambi e nt magne ti c fi eld). 

A multipath whis tler is a group of whis tler traces originating from a single atmospheri c th at 
e xcites differe nt magnetos ph ere path s. A typical frequency- time c harac teri s tic of a multipath 
whis tler is illu stra ted in fi gure 1 of an acco mpanying arti cle appearing in thi s journal [Guthart , 
1965]. The spec trogram shows the whistler amplitude, measured by the di splay intensity, as a 
function of time (abscissa) and frequency (ordinate). The verti cal lines in the spec trogram indicate 
impulsive atmospherics. The horizontal lines indicate cons tant-frequency signals, usually power 
line harmonics. The three strongest whistler traces of Guthart' s [1965] figure 1 are identified at 
the bottom of the spectrogram by the letters A, B, and C. 

Each of the three marked traces is in reality a group of several whistler-components, a fact 
most easily seen in Trace B. The nose frequency of the leading whistler of each of the three traces 
i s indicated by the frequency indicated to the left of the spectrogram. The whis tler traces are 
derived from a single atmospheric source 1.78 sec prior to the arrival of the nose freque ncy of 
Trace A. This source is not shown in the figure , but its character is very much like m a ny of the 
vertical lines seen in Guthart 's [1965] figure 1. 

The nose-whi s tler upper cutoff frequency is rarely as much as 60 percent greater than the nose 
frequency. The upper c utoff frequency is most often extremely sharp (see annotated whis tler of 
fig. 5b in Guthart [1965]). The da mping at c utoff is of th e order of 20 dB for freque ncy cha nges of 

l This s tud y was sponsored by the S tanford Resea rc h Ins tit ute. Some ass istance was provided by the Ai r Force Office or Scie ntific Hesearch on granl AF - AF'OSR-
783-6510 Stanfo rd Uni vcr.si ty. 
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FIGURE L Normalized s·tream velocity (Vo/c) required for 
cyclotron resonance as a function of the maximum 
norma.lized frequency, mm' 

less than 2 percent. The damping rate is estimated by reducing the intensity of the whistler spec
trogram, using a precision attenuator, until it is no longer discernible from the background. In 
many instances, VLF emissions are triggered at the upper end of nose whistlers; in a few cases, 
the upper cutoff is defined by a more gradual rate of change of attenuation of whistler energy with 
frequency. It will be shown that the absorption and emission of VLF energy are manifestations 
of the same phenomenon. The more gradual rate of attenuation around cutoff of some whistlers 
can then be interpreted as the near cancellation of the decay and growth processes. 

The first proposed explanation for the relatively low upper cutoff frequency of nose whistlers 
(cold-plasma theory predicts that the upper cutoff frequency for whistler propagation is the mini
mum gyrofrequency along the path) was made by Smith [1960]. Smith elegantly derived an 
explanation of the nose whistler observations , based upon trapping of the whistler ~nergy in ducts 
of enhanced ionization. Smith notes that the magnetosphere has a very low collision frequency; 
hence , the particles are constrained by the magnetic field to move along the field lines, giving 
long life to density irregularities perpendicular to the field. He then assumes that the duct prop
erties change very slowly in the direc tion of the field lines, so that he can represent the propagation 
path by a slab model in which the field is uniform and in which the electron density has a gradient 
only in a direction transverse to the field . For de nsity gradients that are small in the space of a 
wavelength in the medium , ray theory is then applied. 

Using the ray-tracing approac h, Smith found , for example , that for a density enhancement of 
5 percent, th e whistler energy was trapped in the duct when the frequency was less than one-half 
the nose frequency , and for wave normals within 450 of the magnetic field. Furthermore the effec
tive group velocity of the trapped energy is most always within 1 percent of the value obtained as
suming purely longitudinal propagation (i.e., the wave normal and magnetic field are alined). 
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For a uniform du ct, the upper cutoff frequen cy for trapped energy remains at 50 perce nt of the gyro
fr eque nc y. For a duct whose properties change slowly in the direction of the field lines , th e c utoff 
can exceed 50 perce nt of the minimum gyrofreque ncy and s till be trapped in the ducL Smith 's 
theory for nose whistler propagation is impress ively supported by experime ntal evidence. Only 
t.h e whis tler properties at the upper cutoff freque nc y fail to sati s fy the duct hypothesis. They fail 
to sati sfy the duct hypothesis in two respec ts . Firs t , the uppe r cutoff frequency of 50 perce nt 
predic ted by the uniform duct theory is freque ntly exceeded. Second, the experimentally observed 
whistlers exhibit a sharp cutoff frequ e nc y. It appears that both these inconsistencies of the duct 
theory may possibly be made less extre me by the calculation of a complete ray tracing in nonuni
form ducts_ Such a calculation would restrict the duct shape as well as the angular distribution 
of whistler wave normals. At the present time, there is no experimental evidence to support such 
restnctlOn. As a res ult , a body of work has evolved which accepts the general results of the duct 
hypothesis, but loo ks for an alternative explanati on of the high-freque ncy c utoff. 

As an alternative explanati on of the hi gh-freque ncy c utoff, Scarf [1962] and Tidman and Jaggi 
[1962] proposed the cyclotron absorption mechanis m to account for th e observed hi gh-frequency 

cutoff of whi stl e rs_ Cyclotron abso rption is a mec hanis m to account for the absorpti on of e ne rgy 
from a wa ve by particles in a colli sion-free pl as ma, a nd corresponds to Landau dampin g, with th e 
princ ipal differe nce bein g that the r esonant particles abso rb e ne rgy from the wave in a plane per
pe ndic ular to the drift motion of the particles alon g the magneti c fi eld. The absorption of e nergy 
from th e wave is large whe n a large number of particles have s treaming velocities s uc h tha t th e 
Doppler -s hifted freq uenc y of th e wa ve as "seen" by the particles equ als the particle gyrofreque ncy 
or its harmonics in magnitud e a nd se nse. In thi s article we s hall consider only th e gyrofreque nc y 
as the harmonics are cut off for a wave propagatin g along the magne ti c field in the whi s tler mode . 
The resonant condition for the elec tron gyrofreque ncy is mathe ma tically expressed by th e condition 

w-kv- fl = O 

wh ere w is the whis tler radi an freque ncy, k and v are res pecti vely, the whi stler wave number and 
electron velocity along the magneti c fi eld , a nd ni s 27T times the elec tron gyrofrequency. Because 
whis tler frequencies always lie below the electron gy rofreque ncy, it is necess ary for the streaming 
velocity of nonrelativis ti c particles to be in opposite sense to the wave velocity. 

Th e first analysis accounting for the upper cutoff frequency of nose whi stlers in terms of 
cyclotron absorption assumed an isotropic electron velocity di s tribution function [Lie mohn and 
Scarf, 1962]; however these dis tributions do not agree with the whistler observables in two respec ts 
[Guthart , 1963; Lie mohn and Scarf, 1964] . Firs t, these di s tributions do not account for the oc 
currence of nose whistlers at high magneti c latitudes; i.e., for these di stributions, nose whistler s 
traversing high magnetic latitude should not be observable. Seco nd, the magnetosphere tempera
ture required by these distributions is too high. 

If cyclotron absorption is to explain the upper cutoff frequency of nose whistlers, alternate 
electron velocity distributions are required. In this article , a pair of anisotropic electron velocity 
distributions will be considered and tested for agreement with the whistler observations. Spe
cifically, a satisfactory magnetosphere electron velocity distribution must satisfy the followin g: 

(1) It must be stable. The general character of the upper cutoff frequency of nose whistler s 

is hi ghl y re peatable, he nce the velocity di s tribution fun ction res pon sible for th e phe nomenon mu st 
be ever present 

(2) It must provide for a rapid attenuation at the whistler upper cutoff frequency. The rate 
is of the order of 20 dB for a frequency change of 2 percent. 

(3) It must provide for no measurable increase in dispersion beyond the zero-te mperature 
estimate. A measurable increase in di spersion is approximately 2 percent-
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2. Theory 

The refractive index, n p , of the whistler mode in a thermal magnetoplasma can be shown 

[Stix, 1962] to be given by 

[ a/o a/oJ 
2- ~ x '" 2 Vz V1-

2 J J kV1- -a +(w-kvz)-a 

np - 1 + 2 dvz dv 1- V 1- (_ k _ n) , 

where V = electron velocity 

e = electron charge 
m = electron mass 

mEoW -00 0 w Vz ~L 

w = radian frequency of the wave 
Eo = free space permittivity 
k = wave number for the longitudinally propagating transverse wave 
!1 = 27T (electron gyrofrequency) 

2 

/0 = 10 (;1-. vz ) = electron distribution function 

(1) 

and the subscripts x, y, z define a rectangular coordinate system with the ambient earth's field, 
Bo, alined along the Z-axis. The subscript .1 refers to the perpendicular direction with respect 
to the static magnetic field. Consider the transverse velocity distribution to be Maxwellian, so 
that 

. (V~ ) Ng(vz) v~ 10 -. Vz =--exp-2' 
2 7Ta2 a 

and 

g(Vz) = z-directed distribution of electron velocity 

such that 

T= transverse electron temperature, 

N = electron density, 

kB = Boltzmann's constant. 

Substituting into (1) for /0, the refractive index becomes 

(2) 

where 

e 'kJ'" d e(vz) < >= ~ Vz -k _n' 
-x W Vz ~L 

and 

We shall now consider two longitudinal electron velocity distributions. 
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2.1. Cyclotron Absorption by Resonant Electrons With a VZ -I Distribution 

As a firs t trial fun c tion co ns id er a di s tribution related to one recently proposed by Lie mohn 
and Scarf [1964]. They have s ugges ted a di stribution fo r the resonant electrons (the longitudinal 
electron energy for th e reso na nt elec trons is typi call y between 0.2 and 2.0 ke V) of gr(Vz)a: V;- I so 
that r(l/No) (dN/dEz)la: £;-1 whe n dN/dEz is the ra te of cha nge of e lec tron de nsity with energy. 
The elec tron t " e rgy, Ez, is equal to [(1/2) mW). Th e reso nan t elec trons are those elec trons 
partic ipating in the c yclo tron absorption, na mely, those elec tro ns whose drift velocity, Vo, is 
approximately give n by 

w - D, 
Vo=--' 

k 

For simplic ity we shall assume that the longitudinal di s tribution , gr(V z), has a Vi i beyo nd th e e nergy 
range proposed by Liemohn and Scarf. Although thi s assumption is obv io usly not ph ys ically 
re ali s ti c, the di s tribution of the nonresonant elec tron s does not s ignificantly affect th e cyclotron 
absorpti on mec hani sm. The followin g calculation, whic h a tte mpts to tes t th e validit y of the 
proposal for c yclotron abso rption of whi s tle r e nergy by resona nt pa rticles hav in g a Vi i di s tributi on, 
is thus unpe rturbed by the assumpti on on the di s tribution of nonresonant particles . For the leas t 
ene rge ti c elec trons, we shalJ ass ume a Maxwe lli an di s tribution. Therefore, le t 

so that 

ex p -(v~/a)21 I h . ... 
1/2 Vz .s; sa w ere S I S a positive JI1tege r 

7T a 

exp (- S2) sa 
1/2 I- I C > IVzl ~ sa 

7T a Vz 

o IVzl ~ C 

IX> g( )d - 1 2s ex p -s2 z-I'" 2 ( )d _ 2 S exp (- S2) ( 2_ 2 2) 
-00 Vz Vz + 7T 1/2 Vz - -X> vzg Vz Vz a + 7T 1/ 2 C sa . 

(3) 

Let us furth er assume tha t s is sufficie ntly great so that ;X - a2 , and that the apparent magn eto
sph ere elec tron te mperature is approximately the Maxwelli a n valu e :s 104 OK. Th e re frac tive 
index for thi s elec tron density dis tribution can be determined upon s ub s titution of (3) into (2) an d 
integrating. The integration of (2) is s traightforward when it is re me mbered that the integral 

[ I- sa dv ] 
- c (Xa -vz 

has a pole a t Vz = - I (X I a and is equal to 

__ v_ = _ 7Ti + In c (Xa . I- ro d I + I 
- c (Xa-vz (Xa+sa 

The quantity (X is de fined by 

w-D, 
(X=--' 

ka 
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and is less than zero for propagating whistlers. The refractive index squared for the distribution 
of (3) is thus given by 

(4) 

wh ere y = D /w, a nd [(1- y) /a] has been substituted for (ka/w). 

Le t 

and 

n2 = 1 + (WjJ/W)2. 
o y-1 

When njJ; < < npr - nu, 

w 7TI/2WpDs exp (- S2) 
If; = - njJ; - 2 1/2(fl )1 /2· 

C cw u-w 
(5) 

The total attenuation, L, experienced by an electromagnetic wave propagating in the whistler 
mode through the magnetosphere is given by 

L = 8.681 k;(8)ds decibels. (6) 
S 

Since the total attenuation is linearly related to k;, the rate of change of attenuation with wave 
frequency is linearly related to the rate of change of k;(OO) with wave frequency. As noted previ· 
ously, the rate of change of damping at cutoff for nose whistlers is most often extremely sharp. 
The damping at cutoff is of the order of 20 dB for frequency changes about the cutoff freque ncy of 
2 percent. The rate of change of k; for the V; I distribution is 

dk; = 7T I/2WpDs exp (- S2) [ 2w - il ] 
dw 2CWI/2(D-w)I/2 2w(il-w)' 

1- -[ ill ~~ = k; (il_2:) . 

A representative set of whistler parameters are [Liemohn and Scarf, 1962]: ill = 70.9(103) 

rad/sec, 80 = 61°, w=39.2(103) rad/sec , k;(00)= 1.5(1O- 6)m - l. For these parameters, the change 
in attenuation is less than 0.6 dB for a 1.5-percent change in wave frequency. As a consequence, 
this distribution does not satisfy a whistler observable (the rate change of attenuation about the 
cutoff frequency is too small); hence, it is rejected as a likely magnetosphere distribution. 

2.2. Cyclotron Absorption by a Double-Humped Maxwellian Distribution; Calculation of 
Refractive Index 

As a second trial function, consider a double-bumped Maxwellian distribution, specified by 

_ 1 (V2) X [ (v - Vof] g(v)-~ exp -2 +"""""i72 exp - 2 ' 
7T a a 7T al al 

(7) 
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where 

NI 
x=-' 

No 

L : g(v)dv = 1+ x - 1 X « 1, 

and 

For simplicity, we shall further assume 

although recent data reported by Serbu [1964] indicate that thi s is not always tru e. 
The velocity di stribution of electrons has two co mponents. The first is an ambient isotropic 

electron di s tribution de fin ed by a te mperature T = (ma2J2k/J). The second is an electron s tream 
of mean longitudinal velocity, Vo, having a longitudinal te mperature T I • 

As before, 

After Stix [1962], the refractive index for the g(v) s pecified by (7) can be de termined. As in the 
previous example, caution must be exerc ised whe n integrating (2). Th e sq uare of the refractive 
index beco mes 

? 2 ( k'" ) 2 1/2 [ T] 2 _ _ Wi! _ w pX W - , Y 0 , WpX1T _ . _ ~ , _ 2 
n,, - 1 ( A) ?( kU A ) + t ( J ) 3 (W kVo n ) T +n) exp ( 0'1), 

W W - H w- W - Yo - H np a l C W I 

w - kVo - n 
where 0'1 = k < - l. 

,a l 

To ob tain thi s solution, the integral 

where 

and 

[ 1 v~ X (vz - VO)2 ] 
2k ' J dvz "'172 exp - 2 + - 1/-2 - exp - 2 2 2 

_ _ l x 1T a a 1T a l a l ___ F _ -.2L F 
a 2 - x (w-kvz-n) a 3 0 a2al t, 

v2 
dvz exp - -1-

a 
w-n-kvz a ' 

(8) 

The quantities a and 0'1 have been previously defined. It s hould be noted that (8) is also the solu· 
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tion for the refractive index squared for the following electron distribution function: 

. (vi ) N (vi + v;) xN (vi ) (Vz- VO)2 
jo -2' Vz = 3i23 exp 2 + 3/2 2 exp - 2 exp - 2 • 

7T' a a 7T' a-La, a-L a, 
(9) 

The same degree of approximation is involved in the solution of (1) for the distribution of (9) as 
has been made previously. For the distribution of (9), the subscripts ..l and 1 refer to stream 
parameters only. As a consequence we shall hereafter consider (8) as the solution for the dis
tribution given by (9), and therefore consider the transverse and longitudinal stream temperatures 
as quantities independent of the ambient plasma temperature. For Ill' = 11,))· + illpi and if Il~ > > 1, 
then, 

w2 
111\ = p, 

w(D-w) 
(lOa) 

[ X(w - kVo)(D - w)] 
npl' ~ 1 + 2w(D _ w + kVo) Ilpo, (lOb) 

(11) 

Equation (10) specifies the real part of the refractive index as a function of the plasma and wave 
parameters. It is seen that the effect of the stream is to perturb the isotropic ambient plasma 
solution. 

Guthart [1965] has examined the dispersion of 23 nose whistlers and found the whistler dis
persion to be satisfied by the zero-temperature dispersion formulae; i.e., the measured whistler 
dispersion exhibits no temperature effects. (The accuracy of the dispersion measurement, which 
determines the degree to which temperature effects can be observed, is 2 percent.) If the double
humped Maxwellian distribution is an allowed one, then the proposed stream parameters should 
generate no observable increase in dispersion. 

Equation (11) specifies the imaginary part of the refractive index as a function of the wave 
and plasma parameters. It is seen that the imaginary part of the refractive index is primarily a 
function of the wave and stream parameters; i.e., this term becomes significant only when the 
stream velocity becomes equal to the Doppler-shifted wave velocity. The expression for the 
imaginary part of the refractive index is an even more rapid function of magnetic latitude and 
frequency than the isotropic Maxwellian solution considered previously. As a consequence, each 
frequency above the cutoff frequency is absorbed at a magnetic latitude for which the Doppler
shifted s tream velocity is resonant with the wave velocity; hence, 

L(j) IX ki [ e(j) ] 

An interesting result of the determination of Ilp i is gleaned upon investigation of the term 
within the brackets of (11): 

For a propagating magnetosphere whistler, (w - kVo - D) < 0, so that if 

T-L D 
r:> l(w-kVo-D)1 > 1, (12) 
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the n the imaginary part of the refractive index is negative, indicating wave growth representative 
of a transverse instability. The general requireme nt for transverse instability (that Tl./TI > 1) 
was di scussed by Stix [1962] and by Sudan [1963]. The physical mechanism for this growth 
was firs t suggested by Brice [1963] , and subsequently proved by Bell and Buneman [1964] as a 
mechanism for VLF emissions. 

Bell and Buneman considered an ambient isotropic plasma permeated by a tenuous stream 
having a mean square transverse velocity spread, VI, and a delta·function longitudinal distribution 
of stream velocity, o(vz - Vo). Bell and Buneman determined the conditions for wave growth of 
such a distribution, and then estimated the cyclotron absorption. Equation (11) more exactly 
specifies the relative importance of growth to cyclotron absorption. To obtain signific ant wave 
growth, (12) requires the transverse temperature, Tl.' to be much greater than the longitudinal 
te mperature ; the exponential factor becomes sufficiently small only when (w - kVo - 0 ) ~ O. 

We shall postpone further discussion of the growing· wave solution of (11) and calculate some 
stream parame ters satisfying the whistler observables as well as es tablis hing the s tability of such 
a stream. 

3. Representative Stream Parameters 

To determine an allowed set of plasma parameters, we shall assume a value for the resonant 
particle Aux , and then solve (10) and (11) for the set of plasma parameters so that (1) is consiste nt 
with the whistler observables and the ass umed particle Aux, a nd (2) has no longitudin al instabilities. 

Th e flu x of reso nant parti c les parti c ipatin g in cyclo tron damping is given by 

f vo+tlv 
nv,.= vg(v)dv, 

Vo - tl v 

whe re tl.v is a measure of the velocity spread of th e resonant particles. J ackson [1960] estimates 
thi s veloc ity to be 

_ (2eE)1/2 
tl.v- mk ' 

i. e., those particles whose relative velocities (with respect to the Doppler·s hifted wave velocity) 
are insufficient to escape the potential well of th e wave contribute to the damping. 

For th e double·humped Maxwe lli an di s tribution, the flu x a bou t th e reso na nt parti cle velucit y is 

( V - VO )2 XNal J a,+~ ( Vo) - -- ~ 0+ -- y + -. exp (-r)dy, 
al 7T 1/ 2 ", -~ a l 

a , 

nv,. = X;~ I exp - [a2 + (~~rJ sinh 2~;~v + V2XNVo {¢ [V2 (a+ ~v) J -¢ [V2 (a- ~~) ]} , 
(13) 

where 

1 JZ ¢(z) = , ~ exp (- z2/2)dz. 
y 27T' -on 

A second constraint on the stream parameters is that the velocity di s tribution be s table to 
longitudinal waves , i. e., the distribution should not give rise to longitudinal plasma oscillations. 
Bell and Buneman [1964] estimate the relative significance for the growth of longitudinal waves 
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vis-a-vis the Landau damping of these waves. For a stable distribution, 

(14) 

The foregoing s tability criterion may be unduly severe. The cyclotron absorption mechanism as 
well as the Bell-Buneman transverse instability are dependent on the steepness of the distribution 
function for velocity, v being greater than the magnitude of the s tream velocity, I Vol. The lon
gitudinal instability depends on the parameters of the distribution function wh erein v < I Vo I, i.e., 
in that part of the distribution function where dg(v)/ dv > O. As a consequence, a distribution 
can by hypothesized that has a non-Maxwellian character for v < I Vo I and a Maxwellian form for 
v> I VO I. Such a distribution would retain all the cyclotron absorption and transve rse instability 
properties embodied in (11) and, at the same time, relax the constraint of (14) . 

The final constraint on the allowed distribution is imposed by the experimental observation 
that the whistler di s pe rsion is in goud agreement (within 2%) with the cold-plas ma approxima
tion; i.e., 

For the double-humped Maxwellian distribution in the vicinity of resonance, 

(15a) 

_ w"fl 
n"o - 2WI/2(fl _ W)3/2 (15b) 

Assume that the resonant particle flux, nv,., is 107 (electrons cm- 2 sec- I), the whistler field strength 
E= 10- 3 vim [Carpenter, private communication], and that the whistler observables are those of 
the College, Alaska, whistler [Liemohn and Scarf, 1962]: 

fll = 7.1 (104) rad/sec 

wm = 3.9 (104) rad/sec 

npo ~ 26 

ki ~ 1.5 (10- 6) N/m. 

Using (11), (14), and (15), a se t of allowable stream parameters can be derived (which is not unique) 
satisfying these constraints: 

= s tream density = 10- 3 

X ambient densi ty . 

a I = 4(101) em/sec 

Vo = 8.4(108) e m/sec. 
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A stream with these para mete rs moving in the spec ified plasma accounts for the upper c utoff of 
the College, Alaska, whi s tl e r without in creasin g the whi s tl e r di spersion at cutoff. 

Th e dou ble-hu m ped Max wc II ia n di t ri bu t ion of th e lon gitudi nal veloc ity (If electron s is seen 
tu be a n allowed di s tribution from th e s tandpoint of whi s tl e r obse rvabl es and lon gitudinal sta bilit y. 
Eac h " hump" of th e di s tribution offe rs a sepa rate a nd di s tin ct contribution to th e observed whi stle r 
ch arac te ri s ti cs . Th e a mbi e nt. iso t ro pic. e lec t ron s ae-cou n t for t he observed di s pers ion c harac
te ri s ti cs of th e whi s tl e r. The hypoth es ized c lec tron s trea m. with it s s tee p gradie nt in electron 
densit y for a ve loc it y th a t is grea te r th a n th e mea n s trea m ve loc it y, IVol, accounts for the whi s tl er 
cutoff prope rti es. As previou s ly nut ed. th e cyclutron a bsorpti on mec hani s m requires a s tee p 
d e ns it y gradi e nt for v > I Vol. but imposes nl) res tri c tion on th e e lec tron de ns it y gradi ent in veloc it y 
fur v < I Vol; thi s mitigat es th e diffi culti es associated with lon gitudin a l in sta biliti es . 

The required stream speed for cyclotron resonance a t the magnetic equa tor is 

w here, as previously, 

r\ _ W In - ' /2( 1 - ln ):J/2ry2c 
I ~ 1= ..lL' HI.== 111 111 ) 1-1 , 

o k 9Kl /2 

mill = wm/fl , = maximum normalized c utoff frequ ency, 

f ll ' = minimum gyrofrequ e ncy a long the whi stl e r pa th , 

c = velocity of light in free s pace, and 

/( , = N/.fi, = cons ta nt, relating elec tron dens ity a nd gy
ro frequ e ncy for the gyrofreq uency model 
of electron de nsity in the magne tosphe re . 

(16) 

The s tream will cut off aU freq uenc ies a bove the maximum observable whistler freque ncy, Will' 

This can be see n whe n it is re me mbered that the magne ti c fi eld stre ngth va ri es along a magnetic 
fi eld line. The minimum fi eld s tre ngth (or elec tro n gyrofreq ue ncy) is a t the magnetic eq uator. 
As a co nseq ue nce, a s trea m tha t is in reso na nce with a give n freque ncy a t the magneti c equ a tor 
will resonate with any higher frequency a t some nonequa tori allocation. 

Eq uation (16) is plotted in fi gure 1 for K, = 2(104) . It is see n from (16) that if the maximum 
normali zed frequ ency a nd the electron de nsi ty co nsta nt /( , are in variant , the reso nant s tream ve
locity varies as the 1/2 power of the minimum gyrofreque ncy along the whi stler path . For the 
College, Alas ka , nose whis tler, the s tream velocity is see n to be Vo = 8.4(109) cm/sec, correspond
in g to a n elec tron e nergy of approxim ately 250 e V. 

Regarding the upper c utoff frequency of "Eckersley" whi stlers, it should be observed that th e 
upper cutoff frequ ency of man y of these whi stlers is de termined by (1) the frequency content of 
the atmospheric source, and (2) the propagation path absorption of the whistler energy. It has 
b een shown [Arnold and Pierce, 1964; Dennis and Pierce, 1964] that VLF atmospherics have an 
approximately inverse-square frequency dependence in the high-frequency limit. In add ition, 
the absorption experienced by the whistler energy in traversing the D layer is approxi mately 
proportional to the square root of frequency. Both facts limit the high-frequency conte nt of the 
" Ec ke rs ley" whi stlers, parti c ula rl y a t low a nd media n la titudes, so th at th e ra te of c ha nge of 
attenu ation in the vicinity of cutoff is more gradual than is usually observed in nose whis tle rs. 
The source spec trum and propagation path absorption are not fac tors in multipath nose whis tle r 
c utoff fo r the low-la titud e traces demonstrate the existence of the high-frequ e ncy compone nts . 

The varia tion of stream velocity with radial distance from the earth can be inferred from the 
examina tion of multipath nose whi s tle rs. A represe ntative multipath whis tler group samples the 
m agnetosphere through one earth radius as measured by the nose freq uencies of the whis tl e r 
traces. Acce pting the hypothesis for cyclotro n absorption by a double-humped Maxwelli an di s-
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tribution, we can solve (16) for stream velocity for each of the traces of the whistler group, and so 
determine the variation of stream velocity with radial distance. A preliminary analysis of a pair 
of whistler groups leads to a stream velocity, Vo, distribution such that 

Vo cc IHl. 

The exis tence of highly energetic electron streams is well established [O'Brien et aI., 1962]; 
however , recent experimental evidence indicates the existence of streaming particles having 
e nergies greater than 100 e V. Serbu [1964] has reported satellite measurements out to 15 earth 
radii derived from a retarding potential analyzer that measures the energy distribution of ions and. 
electrons up to 100 e V. The instrument operates in such a manner as to measure the flux into 
the analyzer of ions or e lectrons whose energies are greater than a given retarding potential. 
Serbu's measurements indicate the existence of electron streams having energies greater than 
100 eV . His measure ments further indicate the absence of particles in the 20 to 100 eV range. 
Serbu further notes that the electrons exhibited thermal energies for geocentric distances less than 
4.5 earth radii, and that the average electron energy then increases gradually to values above 100 
e V at 8 earth radii. This would suggest that our assumption of f-";, v2g(v)dv - a2 is not appropri
ate. In any case, the fact does not modify the proposed. analysis, which can be adapted to account 
for any observable energy. 

In addition to Serbu's measurements, Sharp, et aI., [1964] have measured the energy influx 
of particles (at 300 km) precipitating on the auroral zones by particle detectors aboard orbiting 
satellites. The integrated energies of precipitating electrons of energy greater than 80 e V were 
sampled. Electron streams as soft as a few hundred e V were observed. 

Throughout this analysis we have assumed that the whistler wave normal is parallel to the 
magnetic field. When the wave normal is not alined with the field, the cyclotron resonance 
with a stream of velocity Vo occurs when 

where kz is the component of the wave number along the magnetic field. As a consequence, non
ducted whistlers would experience cyclotron absorption. In fact, Bell [1964] has recently extended 
his proposal for VLF emissions to account for nonzero wave-normal angles so that the cyclotron 
absorption and emission mechanisms are only quantitatively complicated by the introduction of 
nonzero wave normals. 

4. Whistler-Triggered VLF Emissions 
Many of the nose whistler sonograms studied to date give evidence of an emission triggered 

at the end of the whistler as, for example, in Guthart's [1965] figure 1. We can obtain a qualita
tive interpretation of this phenomenon by considering the previous results. It has been noted 
that 

(1) The mechanism of cyclotron absorption couples energy to the orbiting electrons. This 
energy is coupled. into the plane perpendicular to the electron's drift motion along the magnetic 
field; i.e., the transverse electr In velocity is increased. 

(2) The transverse electron stream temperature, TJ..' must exceed the longitudingal stream 
temperature, T J , by the factor (n/ I w - kVo - n I ) for the Bell-Buneman transverse instability 
mechanism ,to dominate the cyclotron damping. 
Consider a magnetosphere having th e electron stream superimposed on the ambient, thermal 
plas ma. In the undisturbed s tate , the strea m parameters are s uch that 

TJ.. n -<------
TJ 

(w- kVo-fl) 
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, 

" 

A whis tler traversing thi s medium suffers cyclo tron damping, surrendering energy to the normal 
co mpone nt of elec tron motion until 

thereby triggering an emISSIOn. The electrons now return the energy previously absorbed by 
cyclotron damping, leaving the medium in the steady-state condition that existed prior to the 
whistler traversal. 

5. Conclusions 

An anisotropic particle distribution is suggested to explain the high-frequency cutoff of nose 
whistlers. The distribution consists of an ambient electron stream drifting along the magnetic 
fi eld superimposed on an isotropic, thermal plasma. Thi s di stribution is consiste nt with the 
whis tler observables while at the same time accounting for so me VLF e missions. The sugges ted 
di s tribution is further consis te nt with recent magne tosphere flu x measureme nts. 

The author deeply appreciates the guid a nce, in sight , and stimulating co un sel of R. A. Helliwe l1 
of Stanford University , during the course of thi s work , a nd the inte res t of O. Bune man of S tanford 
Univers ity. 
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